
CHAPTER4 

Synthesis of Controller 
and Training 

4.1 Braking Controller 

The following describe the aspects of the ANFIS Braking controller. 

4.1.1 Fuzzy Input Membership Functions (Before Training) 

The input variables for the ANFIS braking controller are CollisionCondition, 

RelativeDistance, MSSwitch, and SafetySpeedLimit. These are kind of secondary 

variables obtained using primary sensory outputs as explained under auxiliary 

functions. The output delBrake [m/s2] is the deceleration of the vehicle that can be 

converted into the braking torque. The relation between the brake pressure and the 

desired braking torque is rather straight forward [23].The Fig. 5(a) through Fig. 5(d) 

give the ANFIS membership functions before they are being trained for the braking 

controller. 

CollisionCondition 

Fig. 5(a) Membership function of CollisionCondition 

Fig. 5(a) gives the membership functions for the input variable, 

CollisionCondition, which identifies different categories in terms of collision of the 

vehicle. The set of linguistic variables is: {InCollision, LikelyCollision, NoCollision). 
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Fig. 5(b) Membership function of RelativeDistance. 
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Fig. 5(c) Membership function of MSSwitch 
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Fig. 5(d) Membership function of SpeedLimit 
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Fig. 5(b) gives the membership functions for RelativeDistance that identifies 

different categories in terms of the relative distance in meters between the two 

vehicles in consideration, under a probable collision. More details are given under 

Relative Distance Function. The linguistic variables include: {VeryClose, Closeby, 

ModerateDistant}. 

The membership functions for MSSwitch are given in Fig. 5(c). It identifies the 

different hierarchical stages of each vehicle and check whether it is under driver 

control. The linguistic variables include: {Slave, Master, DriverControl} 

Fig. 5(d) gives the membership function for Safety SpeedLimit that identifies 

categories of speed of the vehicle in terms of safety critical braking limits. The 

linguistic variables include: {UnsafeSpeed, SafeSpeed}. 

How the universes of discourse for the variables of CollisionCondition, 

MSSwitch and SafetySpeedLimit are arbitrarily chosen to reflect the relative 

differences of each MFs were detailed in relevant functional descriptions under 

auxiliary functions. 

4.1.2 Fuzzy Output Membership Functions (Before Training) 

The coefficients of output membership functions of Takagi-Sugeno type looked 

like [0, 0, 0, 0, c], in generic format, before training, 'c' is a constant generated by the 

Matlab/Simulink environment and is different for each of the 54 membership 

functions. 



4.1.3 Training of the Braking Controller 

The training of the ANFIS braking controller was done in the Matlab/Simulink 

environment. 

4.1.4 Fuzzy Input Membership Functions (After Training) 

Fig. 6(a) through Fig. 6(d) give the ANFIS trained membership functions for the 

above input variables. 

CollisionCondition 

Fig. 6(a) Membership functions for the input variable 
CollisionCondition for the braking controller. 

Relat iveDistance [m] 

Fig. 6(b) Membership functions for the input variable 
RelativeDistance for the braking controller. 
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Fig. 6(c) Membership functions for the input variable 
MSSwitch for the braking controller. 
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Fig. 6(d) Membership functions for the input variable 
SafetySpeedLimit for the braking controller. 

The set of data for training consisted of 650 pairs, with the format of four input 

data plus one output data. This set of training data was generated using a program in a 

spreadsheet environment in accordance with the controller algorithm. The ranges of 

the input and output variables were taken into consideration. For each set of program 

selected input data, the output variable value was selected by intuition in accordance 

with the proposed control algorithm. For eliminating any possibility to miss data in 

critical boundaries in the main range of the input variable, an index of all possible 

combinations was used as guidance. The difference between the input data values 

within a critical boundary was determined by the fact of the requirement of the 
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number of data sets for training. The generated data set enabled to train the ANFIS so 

that it mimics the behaviour of an expert driver. 

The model was validated by checking for model over-fitting with a formulated 

checking data set, having the same format. The checking data set was formed by 

adding 5% of the training data with 25% deviation, 10% training data with 20% 

deviation and the rest (85% of training data) with 10% deviation. Training and 

validation were done for 1000 number of epochs. The training and validation graphs 

with the changes in root mean squared error are given in the Fig. 6(f). 

Fig. 6(e) Output control surface for the braking controller for 
the input variables, CollisionCondition and RelativeDistance 
(when MSSwitch =1 and SafetySpeedLimit= 0). 

Fig.6(e) gives good continuity as is normally expected from a Takagi-Sugeno 

fuzzy controller. 
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Fig. 6(f) Root mean squared error for training ANFIS for 
the braking controller. 

Fig. 6(f) gives the ANFIS training history for the braking controller. 

Fig. 6(g) Root mean squared error for checking 
ANFIS for the braking controller. 

Fig. 6(g) gives the ANFIS checking and validation history for the braking 

controller. 

4.1.5 Fuzzy Output Membership Functions (After Training) 

Some selected output membership functions of Takagi-Sugeno type for the 

braking controller after being trained are given below: 

fx = 1.85 x,+ 1.566e-8;c2 -2.79e-21xj -2.1894e-15x4-1.48 
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f2 = 0.0019x, - 0.039x2- 5.655e-23 x3 - 4.72e-17x4- 4.225 

f3 =-0.311 x, -2.892e-6 x2 -5.577e-25 x3 -5.667e-l 8 x4+0.0921 

/5 4 =-1.710e-15 x, +4.91 le-18 x2 -4.910e-14 x3 +5.677e-l 5 x4 +5.679e-l 5 

The complete list of coefficients of the output membership functions are given 

in the Appendix A. 
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4.2 Steering Controller 

The following describe the aspects of the ANFIS Steering controller. 

4.2.1 Fuzzy Input Membership Functions (Before Training) 

The input variables for the ANFIS steering controller are: CollisionCondition, 

RelativeDistance, MSSwitch and SteeringDirection. These variables are formed as 

secondary variables from the primary sensory input variables before they are fed into 

the controller as inputs. The controller output is delSteer [rad], which is the steering 

angle command to the vehicle. 

The details of ANFIS input membership functions of the input variables of the 

steering controller are given in Fig. 7(a) through Fig. 7(d), before training. 

Fig. 7(a) gives the input membership function for CollisionCondition which is 

used to identify the collision conditions in the same way as given under the braking 

controller. In the same way, Fig 7(b) and 7(c) identify the RelativeDistance and 

MSSwitch, respectively. All these three membership functions are in the same form as 

in the braking controller. 

Fig. 7(d) gives the membership functions for SteeringDirection, which takes 

into account the direction of steering to be adopted by the vehicle at a verge of a 

collision. The universe of discourse here is a discrete space arbitrarily chosen to 

separately identify the two regions for the steering direction. The linguistic variables 

are: {SameDirect, OppDirect}. 

As given under the braking controller, for the input variables, 

CollisionCondition, MSSwitch, and SteeringDirection, the universes of discourse are 

arbitrarily chosen to reflect the relative differences of each MF in contrast to the 

RelativeDistance variable which is a straightforward distance measurement. 
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Col l i s ionCondi t ion 

Fig. 7(a): Membership function of CollisionCondition 
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Fig. 7(b): Membership function of RelativeDistance. 
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Fig.7(c): Membership function of MSSwitch 
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SteeringDirection 

Fig. 7(d): Membership function of SteeringDirection 

4.2.2 Fuzzy Output Membership Functions (Before Training) 

The coefficients of output membership functions of Takagi-Sugeno type looked 

like [0, 0, 0, 0, c] in generic format, before training, 'c ' is a constant generated by the 

Matlab/Simulink environment and is different for each of the 54 membership 

functions. 

4.2.3 Training of the Steering Controller 

The training of the ANFIS steering controller was done in the Matlab/Simulink 

environment. 
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4.2.4 Fuzzy Input Membership Functions (After Training) 

Fig. 8(a) through Fig. 8(d) give the ANFIS trained membership functions for the 

above input variables. 

The set of data for training consisted of 650 pairs, with the format of four input 

data plus one output data. This set of training data was generated using a program in a 

spreadsheet environment in accordance with the controller algorithm. The ranges of 

the input and output variables were taken into consideration. For each set of program 

selected input data, the output variable value was selected by intuition in accordance 

with the proposed control algorithm. For eliminating any possibility to miss data in 

critical boundaries in the main range of the input variable, an index of all possible 

combinations was used as guidance. The difference between the input data values 

within a critical boundary was determined by the fact of the requirement of the 

number of data sets for training. The generated data set enabled to train the ANFIS so 

that it mimics the behaviour of an expert driver. 

The model was validated by checking for model over-fitting with a formulated 

checking data set, of the same format as the training data set. The checking data was 

formed by adding 5% of the training data with 25% deviation, 10% training data with 

20% deviation and the rest (85% of training data) with 10% deviation. Training and 

validation were done for 1000 number of epochs. The training and validation graphs 

with the changes in root mean squared error are given in the Fig. 8(f). As such, the 

training of braking and steering controllers are similar in form. 

CollisionCondition 

Fig. 8(a) Membership functions for the input variable 
CollisionCondition for the steering controller 
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Fig. 8(b) Membership functions for the input variable 
RelativeDistance for the steering controller. 

MSSwitch 

Fig. 8(c) Membership functions for the input 
variable MSSwitch for the steering controller. 

SteerDirection 

Fig. 8(d) Membership functions for the input variable 
SteeringDirection for the steering controller. 



Fig. 8(e) Output control surface for the steering controller for 
the input variables, CollisionCondition and RelativeDistance 
(when MSSwitch =1 and SteeringDirection = 0) 

Fig. 8(e) gives the control surface for the trained steering controller for the 

variables CollisionCondition and RelativeDistance with the other two variables fixed 

as given above. Fig.8(e) gives good continuity as is normally expected from a Takagi-

Sugeno fuzzy controller. 
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Fig. 8(f) Root mean squared error for training ANFIS for steering 
controller. 

Fig. 8(f) gives the root mean squared error history for training of the ANFIS 

steering controller. 
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Fig. 8(g) Root mean squared error for checking ANFIS for 
steering controller. 

Fig. 8(g) gives the root mean squared error history for checking for model 

validation of the ANFIS steering controller. 

4.2.5 Fuzzy Output Membership Functions (After Training) 

Following are some of the selected output membership functions of Takagi-

Sugeno type for the steering controller after being trained: 

/ , = -0.322 x, + 0.0036 x2 + 5.798e-22 x3 + 0.00459 x4 +0.233 

/ 2 = -0.0141 jc, + 0.00321 jc2 + 1,069e-22 x3 + 0.00021 x4 + 0.621 

/ 3 = -0.151 x, +0.000659 x2 + 1,996e-23 x3 +0.0039 x4 +0.0652 

/5 4 = 2.69e-24x, + 1.755e-24x2-3.91 le-25 x3 + 2.691e-23 x4 -1.217e-23 

Appendix B gives the full list of the coefficients of the Takagi-Sugeno output 

membership functions for the steering controller. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, all the Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy membership functions for the 

controller are described. Even their changes after the training process have been 

elaborated. 
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